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DL, for big data compressing for EM.
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compression efficiency and built-in

denoising capability of our framework

over conventional JPEG compression,

compressed videos with compression

ratio up to 30 can be successfully
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THE BIGGER PICTURE The rapid development of electron microscopy (EM) opens a new door to exploring
physical sciences; however, it raises grand challenges and urgent needs for big data processing. Therefore,
it is crucial to compress the EM data. But existing compression methods developed for natural images do
not perform well in EM images. In this paper, by combining deep learning and temporal compressive
sensing, we propose a novel compression strategy specifically for EM data processing. Owing to the
improved compression efficiency and built-in denoising capability of our framework over JPEG compres-
sion, compressed videos with compression ratio of 30 can be reconstructed with high fidelity. Therefore,
considerable (encoding) power, in situ memory, and transmission bandwidth are expected to be saved.
In the future, we will strive to increase the compression ratio without reducing the reconstruction quality.
And we believe our proposed EM compression method has a wide application for the EM community.

Proof-of-Concept: Data science output has been formulated,
implemented, and tested for one domain/problem
SUMMARY
The development of ultrafast detectors for electronmicroscopy (EM) opens a newdoor to exploring dynamics
of nanomaterials; however, it raises grand challenges for big data processing and storage. Here, we combine
deep learningand temporal compressive sensing (TCS) to proposeanovel EMbigdata compression strategy.
Specifically, TCS is employed to compress sequential EM images into a single compressedmeasurement; an
end-to-end deep learning network is leveraged to reconstruct the original images. Owing to the significantly
improved compression efficiency and built-in denoising capability of the deep learning framework over con-
ventional JPEG compression, compressed videos with a compression ratio of up to 30 can be reconstructed
with high fidelity. Using this approach, considerable encoding power, memory, and transmission bandwidth
can be saved, allowing it to be deployed to existing detectors.We anticipate the proposed techniquewill have
far-reaching applications in edge computing for EM and other imaging techniques.
INTRODUCTION

Electronmicroscopy (EM), asoneof themostpowerful tools nowa-

days in probing materials’ structure and chemistry, has extensive

applications in biology, physics, chemistry, and materials science

owing to its high spatial resolution and chemical sensitivity.1 EM

provides rich, directly resolved information about the structure

and dynamics of phenomena, spanning from the atomic scale to

micrometerscale,whichareofgreat fundamental andpracticalsig-

nificance to society.2 Driven by the recent advances in computer
This is an open access article und
science and electron microscopes, EM techniques, especially in

situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM),3–10 electron tomog-

raphy,11–22 four-dimensional scanning transmission electron mi-

croscopy (4D-STEM),23–25 and EM image processing26,27 become

more and more dependent on big data processing and storage. In

particular, due to thedeployment of state-of-the-art direct electron

detectors, sequential images could be generated with extraordi-

nary frame rates up to thousands of frames per second. This, on

the one hand, empowers researcherswith the capability to acquire

more data with an ultrahigh temporal resolution to discover new
Patterns 2, 100292, July 9, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s). 1
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Figure 1. Workflow of the TCS-DL for big

data EM

The TCS-DL consists of two parts: an encoder

compressing B frames of EM images using a B

random binary mask into a single compressed

measurement (upper part), and a decoder using a

deep neural network to reconstruct the EM images

(middle part). The masks used in the encoder and

the compressed measurement are first sent into a

CNN to generate the first video frame. Then a for-

ward RNN is used to generate the consequent

frames. After this, a backward RNN is used to refine

the frames in a reverse order to output the final EM

images.
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phenomena in nature. On the other hand, it poses great challenges

to processing, storing, and transmitting large high-resolution EM

videos or images. Compressive sensing (CS),28–30as an efficient

signal processing technique, has been widely used in EM for

data acquisition and reconstruction. It has been wildly used in

capturing high-dimensional data, such as videos31–34 and hyper-

spectral images.35–40 As long as the data or signal are compress-

ible or sparse in a certain transformdomain, ameasurementmatrix

that is not related to the transform base can be used to project the

high-dimensional data obtained by the transformation onto a low-

dimensional space, and, by solving an optimization problem, the

original data can be reconstructed with high probability from few

projections. Extensive attempts41–47 have been made to apply

CS to meet the growing demand for efficient EM data acquisition

and processing; however, challenges still remain, possibly due

to the following drawbacks. On one hand, the iteration-based

nature makes the conventional reconstruction algorithms time

consuming. On the other hand, some tasks have a higher require-

ment for hardware, and even the performance could still be unsat-

isfactorywhen the compression ratio is higher. Here, by combining

CS and deep learning, we propose a novel encoding-decoding

strategy to tackle the challenge facing big data EM. Specifically,

temporal compressive sensing is first used as an encoder to

compress multiple frames into a single-frame measurement with

significantly reduced (on the order of 103) bandwidth andmemory

requirements for data transmission and storage. An end-to-end

deep learning network is then constructed to reconstruct the

original image series from the single-frame measurement with
2 Patterns 2, 100292, July 9, 2021
extremely high speed. Peak signal-to-noise

ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM)

evaluations show that the temporal

compressive sensing-deep learning (TCS-

DL) framework exhibits superior perfor-

mance over the conventional JPEG

compression method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The workflow of the proposed TCS-DL

approach is summarized (Figure 1). Firstly,

for the TCS compression, we consider B

continuous video frames (B represents

the number of EM images) captured at

time slots t1; t2;.; tB. For each frame, we
superimpose a random binary mask (coded masks) composed

of 0 and 1 with the same probability. The coded images are

then summed to form a single-framemeasurement,31,48 denoted

by compressed measurement in the top right of Figure 1. Until

now, the encoder part of the TCS-DL is finished with B EM im-

ages being compressed to a single-frame compressed mea-

surement. Since the B -coded masks can be pre-determined

and stored, the data size is reduced by B times. A multi-layer

deep learning network is then constructed and employed as a

decoder to reconstruct the original multi-frame images from

the single-frame measurement. The deep neural network

(DNN) is composed of a convolutional neural network (CNN)

plus two recurrent neural networks (RNNs) (see details in the

methods). During our experiments, the summing process in the

encoder does not squeeze the dynamic range of the original im-

age. It is purely a mathematical summation process. As we

mentioned before about CS, the compressed process can be

expressed as y = Fx, where y is the measurement, F is the

compression matrix, and x are the original frames. Reconstruct-

ing x from y is an ill-conditioned problem. In this work, the opti-

mization problem is solved by a DNN. It combines the CNN

and RNN, which takes into account the correlation between

adjacent frames; the learned correlation will help to reconstruct

the result by maintaining the information included in the original

images.

The performance of TCS-DL is tested on sequential atomic-

resolution images of Au nanocrystals with complicated struc-

tures. These images, captured at full resolution (4k 3 4k), show



Figure 2. Performance of TCS-DL framework

on in situ atomic-resolution EM images

(A) The single-frame compressed measurement

obtained from 30 sequential images using TCS-DL.

(B) Reconstructed sequential images obtained from

the compressed measurement in (A) using TCS-DL.

The average PSNR is 25.91 dB compared with the

denoised raw EM images.

(C) JPEG-compressed images with the total image

size equal to the compressed measurement in TCS-

DL. The average PSNR is 23.98 dB. Insets show

magnified images of local regions (raw images in

Figure S6).
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the in-situ-sintering process of Au nanocrystals during high-res-

olution TEM imaging (Figure 2). The raw images are processed

using the TCS-DL framework with a compression rate B = 30,

that is, 30 sequential EM images are compressed into a single

frame measurement (Figure 2A) and then reconstructed (Fig-

ure 2B). As a comparison, JPEG compression is also performed

on the raw images (Figure 2C). Note that, to keep the memory

consumption to store the images the same as that using TCS-

DL, the size of the JPEG-compressed image is kept as 1/B of

the original image size. The results show that obvious artifacts

and noises are observed in the JPEG-compressed images. In

sharp contrast, the reconstructed EM images using TCS-DL

show a clean background, fine details, and sharp edges. To

quantitatively evaluate the performances of TCS-DL and JPEG,

we calculate the PSNR and SSIM of both JPEG-compressed im-

ages and TCS-DL reconstructed images compared with

denoised raw images. Note that these raw images are usually

noisy and a denoising algorithm49,50 can be applied. In this pa-

per, we use BM3D for denoising. However, this will incurs power

and computation costs. Therefore, in this work, both JPEG and

TCS-DL are performed directly on the raw images. The average

PSNR for JPEG compression and TCS-DL is 23.98 and 25.91
dB, respectively. The PSNR improvement

of 1.93 dB indicates an evidently improved

performance of TCS-DL over JPEG, which

is in good agreement with the enhanced

image quality using TCS-DL (Figure 2B)

compared with JPEG compression

(Figure 2C).

A more detailed comparison is made on

representative selected frames as shown

in Figure 3. The reconstructed images

show enhanced surface atomic details

(indicated by the arrows in Figures 3B

and 3H) compared with that in the raw im-

age (Figure 3A). However, in sharp

contrast, the JPEG-compressed image

shows severely deteriorated atomic de-

tails, especially at the crystal surface,

e.g., the edge blurring as indicated by the

arrows (Figures 3C and 3I). Fast Fourier

transform (FFT) is further performed on

the raw image as well as that processed

using TCS-DL and JPEG compression

(Figures 3D and 3F). The result shows
that the high-frequency information (e.g., the (004) plane of the

Au nanocrystal) in the raw image is well retained in the recon-

structed image using TCS-DL. In contrast, the FFT of the

JPEG-compressed image shows deteriorated resolution (indi-

cated by the unresolved (004) plane of the Au nanocrystal)

compared with the raw image and reconstructed image using

the TCS-DL framework. The above results reveal that, distinct

from the conventional JPEG, which introduces information loss

during compression, the TCS-DL framework is capable of recov-

ering the detailed information in the raw data. In addition, the

built-in denoising capability of TCS-DL could further slightly

improve the quality of raw images.

Aside from atomic-resolution images of ultrasmall nano-ob-

jects, we further tested the performance of the TCS-DL frame-

work on objects with a much larger feature size in a large field

of view. Figure 4 shows sequential EM images of two carbon fi-

bers during in situ deformation. The raw images are processed

using TCS-DL and JPEG compression, respectively. The TCS-

DL reconstructed images show a clean background as well as

a sharp edge, which thereby enables accurate tracking of the

motions of the fibers (Figure 4C). In contrast, the JPEG-com-

pressed images inherit the noises in the raw images, similar to
Patterns 2, 100292, July 9, 2021 3



Figure 3. Comparison of selected atomic-resolution images obtained using TCS-DL and JPEG compression in Figure 2

(A–C) 5th raw images, reconstructed images using TCS-DL and JPEG compression.

(D–F) Fast Fourier transforms of the images in (A–C). Bragg spots corresponding to the (004) planes are indicated by the arrows in (D and E). Information loss is

identified in the JPEG-compressed image (F) as the Bragg spots corresponding to (004) planes are not resolved.

(G–I) 25th raw images, reconstructed images using TCS-DL and JPEG compression. Compared to the raw image (G), more surface details are observed in the

TCS-DL-processed image (H) due to the edge enhancement. In contrast, deteriorated image quality such as edge blurring is identified in the JPEG-compressed

image (I).
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that in atomic-resolution images as shown in Figures 2 and 3. It is

worth noting that, due to the relatively simple morphology of the

carbon fibers compared with Au nanocrystals, the PSNR of both

JPEG compression and TCS-DL framework are evidently higher

than that of the atomic-resolution images, as shown in Figures 2

and 3. Yet, the TCS-DL framework still outperforms JPEG

compression with a considerable PSNR improvement of approx-

imately 3 dB, from 32.38 dB (JPEG compression) to 35.41 dB

(TCS-DL). Similar performance improvement is also obtained

for EM images reconstructed from TCS-DL at B = 20 (Figure S1).

Results of different compression ratios are shown in Video S1.

We also present the results of different video compression algo-

rithms in Videos S2 and S3.

PSNR and SSIM are calculated and summarized to quantita-

tively compare the performance of the TCS-DL framework and

JPEG compression. As shown in Figure 5, we conduct both

TCS-DL and JPEG compression at different compression ratios

from B = 10 to B = 30. PSNR, which is a ratio between the
4 Patterns 2, 100292, July 9, 2021
maximumpossible power of a signal and the power of corrupting

noise that affects the fidelity of its representation, is mainly used

to evaluate the performance of reconstructed EM images using

different compression methods. SSIM is used for measuring

the similarity between the reconstructed EM images and the cor-

responding ground truth. Clearly, TCS-DL has higher PSNR and

SSIM, which means that it can get better performance, espe-

cially when the raw images are noisier (Figures 2 and 4) and

the compression ratio (Figure 2) is high, because our framework

can reduce the background noise while JPEG produces obvious

artifacts when the compression ratio is high. What needs to be

mentioned is that the reconstruction process in this work utilizes

both CNN and RNN structures, where RNN is mainly used to

learn the correlation between adjacent frames. If the frames

are obviously incoherent, the reconstruction result would be

vulnerable. Inmost instances, the frames in the in situ TEMmovie

are coherent. We can utilize our compression method under the

condition just mentioned. But at the edge, when the content in



Figure 4. Performance of the TCS-DL framework on carbon fibers with relatively simple morphology (B = 10)

(A) Raw images of the carbon fibers during in situ deformation.

(B) JPEG-compressed images with the total image size equal to the compressed measurement in TCS-DL. The average PSNR is 32.38 dB compared with the

denoised raw images.

(C) Reconstructed images using the TCS-DL framework. The average PSNR is 35.41 dB. Note that the JPEG-compressed images preserve the noise in the raw

images (additional results in Figures S3–S5).
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the receptive field changes suddenly, we do not use this method

to compress the incoherent frames. In future work, we can auto-

matically detect the sudden change and choose the correspond-

ing compression method. If the receptive field does not change

frequently, which means that the coherent frame number is suf-

ficiently greater than the compression ratio B, TCS-DL can

achieve a generally impressive result.

The training loss and validation loss during the learning pro-

cess with B = 10 are shown in Figure 6. As we can see, the vali-

dation loss gradually converges as the training process pro-

gresses. Because we have sufficient data and we stop the

training at the appropriate epoch, the validation loss curve

does not show a V-shaped trend,whichmeans it is not overfitted.

Conclusion
In conclusion, by combining deep learning and temporal

compressive sensing, a novel encoding-decoding framework,

i.e., TCS-DL, has been proposed for big data compression/

decompression for EM. Owing to the significantly improved

compression efficiency and built-in denoising capability of the

TCS-DL framework over the conventional JPEG compression

method, compressed EM time series with a high compression

ratio can be successfully reconstructed with high fidelity by the

TCS-DL framework from a single measurement. Our work, by of-

fering a universally applicable super-compression strategy for
EMdata compression, opens the possibility for EMbig data stor-

age, processing, and transmission at the expense of significantly

reduced power, in situ memory, and transmission bandwidth.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be

directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Huolin L. Xin (huolinx@

uci.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

The original data within this paperis available from our website http://

temimagenet.ps.uci.edu/. The code used in this work is available at https://

github.com/xinhuolin/TCS-DL.

Methods

We first derive themathematical model of TCS-DL and then present the details

of the DNN for reconstruction.

Let X1;.; XB denote the B frames of the EM images being coded with

masks C1;.; CB. Each frame is of spatial size Nx3Ny pixels. From Figure 1,

the coded measurement can be expressed as

Y =
XB
b= 1

Xb1Cb: (Equation 1)
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Figure 5. Average PSNR (in dB), SSIMof TCS-

DL and JPEG at different compression ratios

Denoised raw EM images are used as a baseline for

calculation of the PSNR and SSIM. The results are

based on the data in Figures 3, 4, and S2.
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Here, 1 denotes the element-wise product. Note that since the masks are

composed of 0 and 1, there is no multiplication in Equation 1. We only need

to index the ‘‘1’’ elements in the corresponding frames and sum across the

B frames to get the compressed measurement Y. Therefore, our proposed

encoder is ultra-simple. Indeed, only Equation 1 will finish the encoder and

the complexity is of Oð1Þ.
The decoder aims to estimate the EM images, which can be denoised based

on the previous analysis, from Y, given masks. As shown in Figure 1, we use a

CNN and two RNNs to perform the reconstruction.51,52

The more information RNN takes as input, the better results we get. There-

fore, the first frame for RNN with as much visual information as possible is

required. To this purpose, we utilize a CNN with 12 layers to reconstruct the

first input frame. We introduce normalized measurement Y

Y = Y/

 XB

k = 1
CK

!
(Equation 2)

as input component of CNN.Where/ denotes thematrix division.We concat-

enate Y ; Y1C1; Y1C2;.Y1CB along the third dimension. The concatena-

tion result is then fed into the CNNwhich consists of two four-layer CNNs, one

three-layer residual block,53 and one self-attention block.54 Then, the first

frame ~X
f

1 for RNN is generated. It is worth noting that Y1CK is to approximate

the real coded frames.

After getting ~X
f

1, we introduce two RNNs with different directions to recon-

struct the frames. As shown in Figure 1, the input of each RNN cell consists

of three different parts. The first part is got from the former RNN cell’s output

~X
f

k�1ð ~X
b

k +1Þ except the first ~X
f

1, which is obtained from the CNN. The second

part X
f

kðX
b

k Þ is acquired by

X
f

k = Y4

 
Y �

Xk�1

t = 1
Ck 1 ~X

f

t �
Xb

t = k + 1
Ct 1Y

!
; (Equation 3)
Figure 6. The training loss and validation loss during the learning

process with B = 10
The validation loss gradually converges as the training process progresses.

6 Patterns 2, 100292, July 9, 2021
where4 denotes concatenation along the third dimensionwhich has the same

meaning in Figure 1. The second item in the right part of Equation 3 could be

considered to be an approximation of Ck1Xk to some extent. The third part

hfk�1ðhbk + 1Þ is hidden units obtained by former RNN cell except the first one

hf1 initialized by zero. The three input parts are separately fed into three

sub-CNNs. After the process of concatenation, there are two residual blocks,

which outputs the new hidden unit fed to another sub-CNN. Then, each cell

outputs the reconstructed frame. Noting that forward and backward RNNs

have the same structure, but they do not share the parameters. Besides, the

second input part of the backward RNN cell is different from the forward

RNN cell

X
b

k = Y4

 
Y �

X1

t =B;tsk
Ck 1 ~X

f

t

!
; (Equation 4)

which uses reconstruction ~X
f

k from forward RNN instead of Y . Another differ-

ence is that the initial hidden unit for backward RNN is not set to zero but hfB
which contains more information.
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